Transition Plus Items
Available with District Purchase Orders
Directions to Order:
1. Complete a Purchase Order through the district.
2. Vendor name is Transition Plus ISD 196- Attn: Theresa Huebl
3. Leave catalog number BLANK

Item Picture

Item Name

Cost

Weighted Blanket
(Typically 10-11 pounds;
can order specific weight,
please ask your OT)

$35.00

This 48” x 33” weighted blanket has an outer layer of
fleece and an inner weighted layer. The layers can be
separated. The outer layer is machine washable. This
product comes in a variety of styles and fabric
preferences cannot be guaranteed.

Lap Buddy
(Indicate Long or Short)
Short - 17” x 10”
Long – 27” x 8”
Weighted Lab Buddies is designed to lie on the lap. It
is made of flannel material with 5 individual pockets
where the weights are placed. The pockets have a
wonderful feature so that the weights will not slip out.
Weight is approximately 2lbs. Each weight is filled
with either seed corn or beads. Lap buddies made with
seed corn can be heated. With the weights removed, the
Lab Buddy is Machine washable and dryable.

$15.00

Light Covers

$8.00

Light covers will be marked with tags indicating
the regulations to meet the Apple Valley Fire
Marshall’s code.
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I-Spy Fidget Bags
(Please specify lists in pictures or words)
I-Spy bags are approximately 5 ½” x 5 ½” I-Spy
bags have 26 items inside, one object per letter of
the alphabet. Items are either pictured or listed in
alphabetical order on the attached laminated tag.
Tags can be marked with crayons, washable
markers or dry erase markers and easily wiped off
to reuse over and over again. Fabric preferences
can not be guaranteed.

$7.00

Weighted Animals

2lbs $10.00
3lbs $11.00
4lbs $12.00

Each weight is filled with either seed corn or beads.
Weighted animals made with seed corn can be heated.

Weighted Sweatshirts
Weighted Sweatshirts have 2 weights per sleeve
equaling ½ pound.

Neoprene Vest
The vest is made of two separate pieces. The front is
constructed of Perforated Neoprene. This material has
tiny perforations throughout to reduce overheating.
The back, is entirely manufactured with Neoprene
hook and loop material. This allows the vest to be
secured with wide strips of hook-and-loop Velcro.
Therefore, you are able to control and adjust the size,
pressure and support to meet the needs of a variety of
children.
For accurate fit, measure circumference around widest
point of chest for width. Measure length from shoulder
to waist.
Durable and machine washable.

Small: $10.00
Medium:
$11.00
Large: $12.00

Small: $20.00
Medium:
$25.00
Large: $30.00
X-Large:
$35.00

